MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION OF PARLIAMENT TO EXTEND THE
DISTRICT QUARTER POLICY FOR AWARD OF THE GOVERNMENT
SCHOLARSHIPS TO OTHER LOWER INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING

MOVED UNDER Rule 55 of the Rules of Procedure of Parliament

Rt. Hon Speaker and Hon Members,

Whereas this august House passed a resolution for government scholarships to universities to be awarded on the basis of district quarter system;

And whereas this policy was adopted and is currently in use for students sponsorships to universities;

Aware that Government sponsorships extend beyond university education to other tertiary institutions including technical colleges/institutes, Nurses Training Institutions, Primary Teachers Colleges, National Teachers Colleges and Agricultural training institutions among others;

Further aware that government does not apply the district quarter system in allocation of places for government scholarships in these tertiary institutions;

Noting that a vast majority of needy students branch off to these institutions for lack of money to pursue higher education;
Now therefore be it resolved by Parliament that:

1. The Ministry of Education and Sports and all other responsible government Ministries, Department and Agencies begin applying the criteria of district quarter for admission on government scholarships to these tertiary institution with effect from the academic year 2019/2020

2. That the ministry of Education and Sports provides updates to this House on the status of Government scholarships on an annual basis including but not limited to laying on table the list of students on government scholarships in all Institutions of Higher learning and other tertiary institution

I Beg to Move

[Signature]

Lanyero Molly (MP)

District Woman Representative, Lamwo
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